
 

 

October 2018 
I have to say our October meeting was both interesting and – for me at least – highly educational 

having not been the brightest at school on science subjects and much of the physics involved in the 

design of Airlander were new or, at best, long forgotten. Not too much demand for fluid dynamic 

studies in banking! However, Andrew Barber somehow managed to explain in layman’s terms 

exactly how this craft gets up, and stays up, over a vast range of altitudes and air temperatures. His 

enthusiasm and passion were most evident and by the end of the evening my initial scepticism 

about Airlander had been long dispelled albeit I suspect the opportunity for me to book an exotic 

holiday aboard a cruise version will be beyond both my pocket and life expectancy. This was a very 

different topic from any previous presentation at the branch and I hope everyone else enjoyed it as 

much as myself. 

 

 

 

 



Unfortunately the 1
st

 of this month brought the sad news that Primera Air had ceased trading, 

blaming a combination of late A321Neo deliveries due to engine problems, the cost of chartering 

expensive replacements to fulfil its services, and the cost of repairing unexpected serious corrosion 

in one of its 737s. Outsiders tend to think over-expansion and competitor pricing coupled with 

higher than budgeted fuel prices had a significant negative impact. Either way a cash flow problem 

developed and the failure to secure any new funding had the inevitable result – administration. This 

is a big blow to STN as in one swoop its non-stop connections to the USA East Coast are non-existent 

again with the only option left being Wow via Reykjavik. Hopefully none of our members were 

caught out with this airline failure as being non-UK registered there is no ATOL financial protection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



On the plus side, STN again saw the arrival of many interesting visitor biz jets of all sizes but 

everyone is reminded that airport security has advised that Northside is off limits to non-official 

visitors after sunset. 

 

 

Our next meeting will see us welcome Dick Forsythe, Chief Trustee of the WW I Heritage Trust, 

which is based at Stow Maries. This Trust has the aim of providing an enduring flying collection of 

WW I Allied and German aircraft. Dick himself had a career in the RAF flying various choppers from 

the Whirlwind onwards and ending his career on the Chinook. His talk is entitled “My Life and Times 

in the RAF and Beyond” which sounds fascinating. Whilst this is at the opposite end of the aviation 

calendar to the last speaker there is a link in that British forces used over 200 airships during WW I – 

see I did listen to Andrew! 

I hope to see as many of you at possible on 6
th

 November – usual time and place. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


